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Abstract
We describe a correspondence between a family of labelled partially ordered sets and semistandard Young tableaux. Moreover,
we define some operations among labelled posets which naturally correspond to operations among the associated semistandard
Young tableaux.
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1. Introduction
The results contained in this work concern the problem of associating a Young tableau with a finite labelled poset.
This topic has been deeply investigated by Fomin in [5], who describes a procedure able to associate a poset endowed
with a linear extension with a standard Young tableau, exploiting the well known Duality Theorem due to Greene
(see [8]), that associates each poset P with a partition of the integer |P|. A further paper [3] written jointly with Britz
and Fomin gives more detailed information about the properties of this procedure and gives an exhaustive overview
of the main results concerning the topic. A different approach to the problem is presented in [1], where the authors
associate a standard Young tableau Y (P) with a labelled poset P , in such a way that the entries in the tableau Y (P)
are related to some chain families of P , called k-matchings. The procedure described in [1] allows one to prove a
well known conjecture due to Greene [6], claiming that the some results concerning the structure of the k-matching
of posets of dimension 2 (see [4] for the definition of dimension of a poset and for a characterization of the poset of
dimension 2) can be extended to the case of arbitrary posets. The proof of this conjecture does not invoke the Duality
Theorem.
In this work we extend the procedure defined in [1] to the case when the poset P is provided with a generalized
labelling, namely, a linearization where two non-comparable points may share the same label. We show that, in
this case, the procedure yields a semistandard Young tableau Y , i.e. a tableau where integers are placed in strictly
increasing order along columns and are weakly increasing along rows. Moreover, in the last part of Section 3,
we show that our approach leads to a simpler proof of the Theorem 2.2 stated and proved with rather intricate
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Fig. 1. A generalized labelling of a finite poset.
argumentation in [3]. In the last section we describe some operations on the set P̂ of posets endowed with a
generalized linear extension and the corresponding operations on the associated Young tableaux. This allows one
to simplify the construction of the tableau Y (P), by computing the tableaux Y (P1), . . . , Y (Pk) of some appropriate
subposets P1, . . . , Pk of P and then “glueing” them all together. We will show that the subposets P1, . . . , Pk are such
that, for every p ∈ P , there exists exactly one index j with p ∈ Pj .
2. Preliminaries
Let S = {s1, . . . , sn} be a finite set. A multiset on S is a pair T = (S, f ), where f : S → N. We define the length
of T as the integer
∑
s∈S f (s).
If T = (S, f ) and U = (S, g) are multisets of the same length defined on a totally ordered set S={s1 < s2 < · · · <
sn}, we say that T precedes U in the lexicographic order if there exists an index i such that f (sk) = g(sk) for every
k < i , and f (si ) > g(si ).
Let (P,≤) be a finite partially ordered set. We define a generalized linear extension (or generalized labelling) of
the poset to be a function µ : P → N0 such that, for any p, q ∈ P , p < q ⇒ µ(p) < µ(q). The integer µ(p) will be
called the label of the vertex p ∈ P . A poset P will be said to be g-labelled if a generalized linear extension is defined
on it. This family of functions yields a generalization of the concept of linear extension of a poset, that is simply an
injective generalized labelling.
In Fig. 1, we see a generalized linear extension defined on a finite poset. Note that if two vertices are not comparable
in P , it may happen that they have the same label. In the following, we will denote by P̂ the set consisting of all
g-labelled posets.
Now let P be a poset provided with a generalized linear extension µ. A k-matching in P is an array of chains
p11 > p12 > · · · > p1k
p21 > p22 > · · · > p2k
...
ps1 > ps2 > · · · > psk
of P such that pik = p jk if i = j . We define the source of the k-matching as the multiset
S = {µ(pi1) | i = 1, . . . , s}
containing the labels of the topmost point of each chain of the array. The integer s will be called the size of the
k-matching. A source S will be called maximum sized if it has the maximum length among all possible sources of a
k-matching in P . This definition of k-matching is slightly different from the ones given in [1] and in [6], since we
use chains of points instead of the sequences of their labels. Our choice is due to the fact that, dealing with posets
endowed with generalized linear extensions, the repetitions of labels in the same column of the array do not always
correspond to intersections between chains. In Fig. 2 we can see an example of 3-matching of a poset P provided
with the generalized linear extension given by the bold-faced labels. The source of the matching is S = {3, 4}, and it
is easy to verify that S is maximum sized and lexicographically minimum among all possible sources of a 3-matching
in P .
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Fig. 2. 3-Matchings of a poset.
Fig. 3. The Ferrers diagram associated with a finite poset.
Given a finite poset P , denote by dk(P) (resp. dˆk(P)) the maximum number of points that can be covered by k
antichains (resp. chains). Set ∆i = dk(P) − dk−1(P) and ∆ˆi (P) = dˆi (P) − dˆi−1(P), where d0(P) = dˆ0(P) = 0.
Greene (see [8]) proved the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let P be partially ordered set on n points. Then the two sequences (∆i ) and (∆ˆ j ) are weakly increasing
and form conjugate partitions of the integer n.
In the following, we will denote by sh(P) the Ferrers diagram corresponding to the partition λ  n defined by
(∆i ). In Fig. 3 an example of Ferrers shape associated with a partially ordered set is shown.
Using notation introduced by Greene and Kleitman in [9], we will describe as a k-cofamily (resp. k-family) any set
of P that can be covered by k chains (resp. antichains). Hence, the number of cells contained in the first k columns
(resp. rows) of the diagram sh(P) equals the maximum cardinality of a k-cofamily (resp. k-family) of P .
3. The constructive rule
In this section, we adapt the procedure introduced in [1] to the case of partially ordered sets provided with a
generalized labelling. More precisely, we describe a constructive rule that, given a g-labelled finite poset P , yields a
left-justified array Y (P) = (yi, j )i, j≥1 with some special properties. For more detailed information, see [1].
Take a g-labelled partially ordered set P on n vertices, and initialize yi, j = 0 for every i, j ≥ 1. First of all,
arrange the points of P in a list χ = [p1, . . . , pn] in such a way that µ(ps) ≤ µ(ps+1) for every s = 1, . . . , n − 1.
For example, if P is the poset in Fig. 2, a possible choice for χ is the list [a, c, e, h, d, g, b, f ]. Define Pr to be the
subposet obtained considering the restriction of the order of P to the set {p1, . . . , pr }. Denote by Sk the multiset of
non-zero integers contained in the rows of Y (P) of index h ≥ k. Starting with h = 1, apply the following procedure:
INSERT(h)
search for the greatest integer k ≤ 1 such that the k-th row of Y (P) is non-zero;
IF there exists a chain of cardinality k + 1 in P whose topmost point is ph THEN insert µ(ph) in the cell yk+1,1;
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ELSE
search for the greatest m ≥ 1 such that the multiset Sm ∪ {µ(ph)} is the source of some m-matching of P;
insert µ(ph) in the leftmost cell of the m-th row containing a zero;
end.
Remark that the array yielded by the procedure does not change if two or more points with the same label are
processed in a different order, since they are not comparable. The following results hold:
Proposition 2. Given a finite g-labelled poset P, let Y (i)(P) be the left justified array obtained by the procedure after
i steps. Then, for every k ≥ 1, the entries of the boxes of rows of index j ≥ k are the source of the maximum sized and
lexicographically minimum k-matching in Pi .
Proposition 3. For every i ≥ 1, the shape of the array Y (i) is a Ferrers diagram, for every choice of χ .
Propositions 2 and 3 can be proved using the same arguments as were used in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4
contained in [1], so we omit the proofs. The following theorem shows that the integers contained in each row (resp.
column) of the array Y (P) form weakly increasing (resp. strictly increasing) sequences, giving a generalization of the
results contained in [1].
Proposition 4. For every i ≥ 1, the array Y (i) is a semistandard Young tableau.
Proof. Since labels are inserted in a weakly increasing order, we only need to prove that no column contains two or
more occurrences of the same integer. We proceed by induction on the index i . If i = 1, the statement holds trivially.
Denote by r(pi) (resp. c(pi)) the index of the row (column) of Y (P) in which µ(pi) has been inserted during the i -th
step. Suppose we inserted the labels of the points p1, . . . , pi−1 of P . We want to show that the integer t = µ(pi)
cannot be inserted in a column that already contains some occurrences of t . It is evident that this cannot happen
whenever µ(pi) > µ(pi−1); hence we consider the case
µ(pi−h) = · · · = µ(pi−1) = t .
It is enough to prove that the presence of multiple copies of the same integer in a single column leads to a contradiction.
Hence, suppose that the integer µ(pi), inserted in the cell y(i)k,l , coincides with the label µ(p j), i−h ≤ j < i , contained
in the cell y(i)k−1,l . Note that the cells of the (k − 1)-th row of Y (i) placed to the right of y(i)k−1,l contain either a zero or
the label t . Consider the subposet of Pi obtained by restricting the partial order to the set:
P̂ := Pi \ {p j | µ(p j) = t, r(p j ) = k − 1 and c(p j ) ≥ l}.
This poset is also obtained by removing the (maximal) points of Pi whose labels have been inserted in the (k − 1)-th
row of Y (P) in a column of index g ≥ l. Deleting those points does not modify the maximum sized lexicographically
minimum sources of any r -matching, r > k − 1, since:
(1) the topmost points of the chains of any r -matching of Pi , r > k − 1, are not comparable with any one of the
deleted points,
(2) the maximum sized lexicographically minimum sources of such matchings do not contain any one of the deleted
points.
We can deduce that the removed points do not belong to the chains of any of these matchings. Hence the described
procedure associates the poset P̂ with an array obtained by removing from Y (i) the cells of the (k − 1)-th row that
belong to a column of index grater than l − 1. Since the cell y(i)k,l of the array Y (P̂) contains the integer µ(pi), the
shape Y (P̂), on this hypothesis, would not be a Ferrers diagram, contradicting the statement of Proposition 3 (see this
configuration in Fig. 4). 
As remarked in [7] and proved in [2], the maximum sized source of a k-matching of a finite poset P has cardinality
|P| − dk−1. This implies that:
Proposition 5. For every finite poset P the shape of the tableau Y (P) is equal to the Ferrers diagram sh(P).
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Fig. 4. The presence of multiple occurrences of a single label in the same column of Y (i) yields a contradiction.
These considerations together with some properties of the procedure described in this section yield an alternative and
simpler proof of Theorem 2.2 appearing in [3]:
Theorem 6 (Britz, Fomin). Let p be a maximal (or minimal) point of a finite poset P. Then sh(P − {p}) ⊂ sh(P).
Proof. Suppose p is maximal. Define a g-labelling µ on P such that µ(p) > µ(x) for every x ∈ P and the apply
the procedure to (P, µ). The assertion of Proposition 5 implies that, at the second to last step, the shape of the array
yielded by the procedure is sh(P −{p}), which is contained in the Ferrers diagram of the tableau Y (P), i.e. in sh(P).
If p is minimal, simply consider the dual poset P∗ of P and exploit the same argumentation. 
4. Operations on posets
Let P and Q be finite g-labelled posets. We will denote by µP and µQ the generalized linear extensions respectively
defined on these posets. We define as the disjoint union of P and Q the poset P + Q defined on the set P ∪ Q as
follows:
(1) if p ∈ P , q ∈ Q, then p and q are not comparable in P + Q;
(2) the comparability relations between two points of P or Q remain unchanged in P + Q.
We define a g-labelling µ′ on P + Q such that, restricted to P (resp. Q), it coincides with µP(µQ). It is easy to
see that the set (P̂,+) is an abelian monoid, with the empty poset as unitary element.
Consider now two finite posets P and Q endowed with injective linear extensions µP : P → N and µQ : Q → N
respectively. Define Q over P to be the partially ordered set P · Q defined on the set P ∪ Q as follows:
(1) for every p ∈ P and q ∈ Q, set p < q;
(2) the comparability relations between two points of P or Q remain unchanged in P · Q.
Moreover, setting sP = max{µP(p) | p ∈ P}, we define a linear extension π on P · Q as follows:
π(x) =
{
µP(x) if x ∈ P,
µQ(x) + sP if x ∈ Q.
This operation allows one to define a structure of a non-commutative monoid on the set P̂ with the empty poset as
unity. In Fig. 5 an example of the defined operation is shown.
Now, we describe two operations between Young tableaux that will naturally correspond to the operations between
g-labelled posets described above. This correspondence will allow us to construct the tableau Y (P + Q) and Y (P · Q)
directly from the tableaux Y (P) and Y (Q). Let S and T be semistandard Young tableaux, with sh(S) = (λ1, . . . , λn)
and sh(T ) = (µ1, . . . , µm); we define the sum of S and T as the semistandard Young tableau S + T , such that
sh(S + T ) = ρ, with
ρi = λi + µi ,
and such that the j -th row of S + T contains the integers in the j -th rows of S and T , rearranged in increasing order.
It is evident that, if S and T are semistandard, then S + T is also semistandard; to show this fact, it is enough to prove
that every integer contained in S + T is strictly greater than the integers contained in the cells placed above it. We
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Fig. 5. The Hasse diagram of P · Q.
Fig. 6. The sum of two semistandard tableaux.
focus our attention on the integer a j placed in the cell (S + T )(i, j): by construction, the j − 1 integers a1, . . . , a j−1
contained into the cells of the i -th row placed to the left of (S + T )(i, j) do not exceed a j . This implies that in the
row of index i − 1 there must be at least j integers strictly less than a j , namely the integers b1, . . . , b j contained in
the cells immediately below the blocks containing a1, . . . , a j in the tableaux S and T . This means that the entry c j
contained in (S + T )(i − 1, j) is strictly less than a j , and that S + T is a semistandard Young tableau. An example of
a sum of semistandard Young tableaux is shown in Fig. 6.
Denote by SSY T the set of semistandard Young tableaux. Then, the set (SSY T,+) is an abelian monoid (with the
empty tableau as unity).
Consider now two semistandard Young tableaux S and T with sh(S) = (λ1, . . . , λq)  n and sh(T ) =
(µ1, . . . , µr )  m; the product of S and T is the tableau S · T , whose shape is sh(S · T ) = ρ, with
ρ∗i = λ∗i + µ∗i
(in other words, the length of the i -th column of S · T is the sum of the cardinality of the columns of index i of S and
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Fig. 7. The product of two semistandard Young tableaux.
T ), and whose entries are obtained as follows:
(1) increase each entry in T by the maximum integer contained in the cells of the semistandard tableau S, yielding a
new tableau T ′;
(2) fill in the blocks contained in the i -th column of sh(S · T ) inserting the integers contained in the i -th column of S
followed by the entries in the i -th column of the tableau T ′.
It is easy to check that the result of such an operation is a semistandard Young tableau. Straightforward
considerations show that the set (Y T, ·) is a monoid. In Fig. 7 an example of the operation of taking the product
of two tableaux is shown.
We are now in position to state the main results of this section:
Theorem 7. The application Y : P̂ → SSY T is a morphism of abelian monoids.
Proof. In order to prove the assertion we need only verify that Y (P + Q) = Y (P) + Y (Q); note that, for any integer
k ≥ 1, every k-matching of P + Q is obtained as the union of a k-matching of P and a k-matching of Q (one of those
can be empty). Hence, the lexicographically minimum and maximum sized source of a k-matching of P + Q is given
by the union of the multisets consisting respectively of the labels contained in the rows of index h ≥ k of the two
tableaux Y (P) and Y (Q). This proves the theorem. 
The assertion of Theorem 7 can be exploited to determine the tableau Y (P) associated with a g-labelled
poset P: once the connected components P1, . . . , Pm of P have been recognized, we can construct the tableaux
Y (P1), . . . , Y (Pm ). Theorem 7 ensures that
Y (P) =
m⊕
i=1
Y (Pi ).
Lemma 8. Let P, Q be two finite labelled posets. Then the Ferrers diagrams of the two tableaux Y (P · Q) and
Y (P) · Y (Q) coincide.
Proof. Recall that, as stated by Proposition 5, the shapes of the Young tableaux Y (P) and Y (Q) respectively coincide
with the diagrams sh(P) and sh(Q) defined by Greene. Hence, since a k-cofamily of P · Q is obtained by “gluing” a
k-cofamily of P and a k-cofamily of Q, we can state that the shapes of the two tableaux Y (P · Q) and Y (P) · Y (Q)
coincide. 
Theorem 9. The application Y :P → SSY T is a morphism of monoids.
Proof. We only need to show that Y (P · Q) = Y (P) · Y (Q). We apply the constructive rule defined in the previous
section to the poset P · Q; first of all, we insert the labels of the points of P , getting the array Y (n)(P · Q), where
n = |P|. It is easy to verify that such a Young tableau coincides with Y (P). Now we show by induction that, for every
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integer value of i ≥ 1, Y (P · Qi ) = Y (P) ·Y (Qi ); the assertion of the theorem refers to the case i = |Q|. If i = 1, the
condition is trivially verified; suppose now that, for some integer value i , we have Y (P ·Qi ) = Y (P)·Y (Qi ). We insert
the integer π(qi+1) into the tableau Y (P · Qi ), getting the tableau Y (P · Qi+1). The assertion of Lemma 8 ensures that
the shapes of the tableaux Y (P · Qi+1) and Y (P) · Y (Qi+1) are equal. Hence, the Ferrers diagrams sh(Y (P · Qi+1))
and sh(Y (P · Qi )) differ by exactly one cell b, the one containing the integer π(qi+1) in Y (P) · Y (Qi+1). The point
qi+1 is maximal in the subposet (P · Q)n+i+1 of P · Q; hence inserting the integer πqi+1 does not modify any existing
matching. This means that the tableau Y (P · Qi+1) can be obtained by adding the box b containing the integer πqi+1
to the tableau Y (P · Qi ) = Y (P) · Y (Qi ), implying that Y (P · Qi+1) = Y (P) · Y (Qi+1). 
The assertion of Theorem 9 allows one to shorten the computation of the tableau Y (P) associated with a g-labelled
poset. In fact, if P has two disjoint subposets P1 and P2 satisfying the relation
p < q ∀ p ∈ P1, ∀ q ∈ P2,
one can separately determine the tableaux Y (P1) and Y (P2) and then compute the product Y (P) = Y (P1) · Y (P2) of
the two tableaux.
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